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SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF FROM DHS
On Matter of L-RTags: Domestic Violence, Particular Social Group (PSG), asylum, nexus, immutable, visible,
cognizable
Facts: Mother and two children came from MX and applied for asylum because of fear of future
harm from father of the children. IJ denied application, but granted voluntary departure. They
appealed.
Question Presented: Are the parties members of a particular social group, and can they
establish eligibility for asylum?
DHS Proposed Alternative Social Group Formulations:
 Re. belief of abuser and society re. victim’s role in the domestic relationship
(subordinate, so abuse is justified): “Mexican women in domestic relationships who are
unable to leave”/”Mexican women who are viewed as property by virtue of their
positions within a domestic relationship” (14).
 What is the specific characteristic that the abuser targets in choosing a victim?
 immutable: if status w/in domestic relationship is fixed because of economic, social,
physical, or other constraints.
 visible: country condition evidence re. societal views of DV “may reflect a societal view,
applicable at least in parts of Mexico, that the status of a woman in a domestic
relationship places the woman into a segment of society that will not be accorded
protection from harm inflicted by a domestic partner.” (18)
 particular: definition is clear enough for “fact finder to determine with clarity whether
an applicant is or is not a member of the group.” (19) (though “domestic relationship”
may be too amorphous; but US INA already has a definition for “crime of domestic
violence” that could be used; and “unable to leave” could be assessed on a case-by-case
basis.)

Appeals to Statute and Precedent:
 INS v. Cardoza-Fonesca, 480 U.S. 421 (1987): Clarifying well-founded fear standard for
asylum—“the harm feared must be serious enough to constitute persecution, and the
fear of future harm must be well-founded” (12)
 Matter of R-A-, 22 I&N Dec. 906 (BIA 1999) (original decision—but it got bopped around
to different adjudicators for the next nine years…)
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o While A.G. Ashcroft was working on it in 2003, the DHS “filed a brief positing a
number of alternative positions, including that a cognizable particular social
group in the case would be defined as ‘married women in Guatemala who are
unable to leave the relationship.’” (3-4)
Fatin v. INS, 12 F.3d 1233, 1238-39 (3d Cir. 1993): struggle to define “PSG”
Llana-Castellon v. INS, 16 F.3d 1093, 1097-98 (10th Cir. 1994): if persecutor is not state,
must show that state is unwilling or unable to protect victim.
Matter of Acosta, 19 I&N Dec. 211, 232 (BIA 1985): seminal decision interpreting
“PSG”—group shares common, immutable characteristic that can’t be changed or (bcz
conscience) should not be changed. Applied:
o Matter of V-T-S-, 21 I&N Dec. 792 (BIA 1997): Filipinos of mixed Filipino-Chinese
ancestry
o Matter of Kasinga, 21 I&N Dec. 357 (BIA 1996): women of tribe in Togo who
oppose FGM
o Matter of H-, 21 I&N Dec. 337 (BIA 1996): subclan in Somalia sharing kinship and
linguistic
o Matter of Toboso-Alfonso, 20 I&N Dec. 819 (BIA 1990): persons id’d as gay by
Cuban Gov’t
o Matter of Fuentes, 19 I&N Dec. 658 (BIA 1988): former members of El Salvador
national police
Matter of C-A-, 23 I&N Dec. 951 (BIA 2006): further defines PSG: not all groups sharing
immutable/fundamental characteristic = cognizable protected group. Also must
consider if group is socially recognized. (In this case, confidential group of informants by
definition was not socially visible.) (“a cognizable particular social group must reflect
social perceptions or distinctions” (17))
o Ngengwe v. Mukasey, 543 F.3d 1029, 1034 (8th Cir. 2008): Cameroonian widows
a visible group bcz rituals & social treatment documented.
Matter of S-E-G-, 24 I&N Dec. 579, 584 (BIA 2008): PSG must have particularity—
“whether the proposed group would be recognized, in the society in question, as a
discrete class of persons.” Particular v. amorphous; benchmark for determining
membership. (Vague terms like “family members of…” aren’t helpful.)
Cardenas v. INS, 294 F.3d 1062, 1066 (9th Cir. 2002): “Asylum may be denied where the
applicant has the reasonable option of avoiding abuse by relocating within the home
country.” (12)
Matter of J-Y-C-, 24 I&N Dec. 260, 261 n.1 (BIA 2007): BIA won’t review an asylum claim
not raised below unless significant legal developments intervene and call for a remand.
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Matter of R-A-, 24 I&N Dec. 629, 630-31 (A.G. 2008): since there’ve been new decisions
related to asylum, it would be appropriate to remand and allow for further factual
development. §

Commentary
 “…the instant supplemental brief represents the Dept’s current position as to whether
victims of domestic violence, in circumstances like those faced by the respondents, are
members of a particular social group within the meaning of the Act, and can otherwise
establish eligibility for asylum.” (4)


BIA has requested this supplementary briefing from DHS, in which the Dep’t will lay out
“alternative formulations of ‘particular social group’ that could, in appropriate cases,
qualify aliens for asylum or withholding of removal.” (5)



“…a particular social group cannot be significantly defined by the persecution suffered
or feared.” (6) (Circular reasoning: member of persecuted group because persecuted.
Must have particularity as a social group apart from persecution.) [IOW, refugee status
relates to nexus between PSG and persecution on five specified grounds.]
o In this case: “Mexican women in an abusive domestic relationship who are
unable to leave”—“the central common characteristic is the fact or risk of the
treatment that also constitutes the claimed persecution” (11).



Particular consideration in DV cases:
o Can victim relocate within home country?
o If persecutor is not state itself, can it be shown that state is unwilling or unable
to protect victim?



Other parameters respondent didn’t meet:
o Failed to establish abuse having to do with feminist views (political persecution).
o Failed to establish that “extraordinary circumstances” prevented her filing within
one year of arrival.
o Failed to establish that Mexican Gov’t was powerless or unwilling to help.
o Failed to establish that she couldn’t move safely elsewhere in MX.

Relevant U.S. Government History
 This has been a question plaguing the dep’t for years, through several AGs: “Although
ordinarily a respondent is solely responsible for defining the contours of his or her
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asylum claim, some uncertainty in that endeavor in DV cases has not been surprising,
given the long-unsettled state of U.S. law as it applies to such claims.” (5)
Conclusion of Case (from Center for Gender and Refugee Studies):
 “On remand, CGRS and co-counsel submitted extensive country conditions
documentation showing very high rates of impunity for violence against women in MX,
the culture of machismo, and widespread social tolerance for domestic violence and
discrimination against women.”
 Affidavits re. “deeply entrenched societal acceptance of DV and the unwillingness and
inability of the Mexican gov’t to protect women from it” & also difficulty to safely
relocate because of accessibility of private info & also PTSD and applying within one
year.
 Aug. 2010—San Francisco IJ granted respondent asylum (DHS stipulated that she was
eligible for discretionary asylum).
 “Because the 2009 DHS brief represents the position of the agency, it is binding on
Asylum Officers, and DHS trial attorneys should not take positions inconsistent with the
brief.”
 Relevant to gender claims more broadly.
 https://cgrs.uchastings.edu/our-work/matter-l-r

